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Chapter

Hybrid Liquid-Crystal/PhotonicCrystal Devices: Current Research
and Applications
Yu-Cheng Hsiao

Abstract
In this chapter, the current research and development of the liquid crystal-based
photonic crystals is introduced. This chapter will present the essential knowledge
of the new photonic crystal technology and applications in simple language. In the
recent year, liquid crystal-enabled photonic crystal technologies have attracted
broad attentions from scientists. Based on special optical properties of liquid
crystal-enabled photonic crystal device, many applications, such as tunable optical
filters, tunable optical modulators, optical pulse compressors, laser device, and
applications in multiphoton microscopy, have been developed in recent years. In
addition, the detailed optical properties, operation principles, and prospects are
discussed in this chapter.
Keywords: photonic crystals, liquid crystals, photonic band gap, electro-optic
device, optical properties

1. Introduction
1.1 Liquid crystal-based photonic crystal devices
Photonic crystals (PCs) are structural materials with periodically varying
dielectric permittivity. The term PC was coined three decades ago, and fascinating
properties of PCs have attracted numerous scientists to put in a great deal of effort.
PCs consist of dielectric materials. In PCs, the index of refraction varies periodically
in space. PCs were invented since 1987, when both Yablonovitch and John published
their results independently [1, 2]. The most important characteristic of PCs is the
photonic band gap (PBG). Furthermore, the PBG of PCs is an optical analog to
the electronic bandgap in semiconductor materials, which means photons will be
localized or forbidden in the PCs. Based on this characteristic, PCs can be used as
various photonic applications [3–7]. However, if a defect layer is introduced to a PC
structure, disrupting its periodicity, the transmission of photons at specific wavelengths will be induced within the PBG; these narrow transmission bands within
PBG are called defect modes. Based on this special design of PCs with defect layers,
many photonic device applications were proposed: PC lasers [8], PC optical fibers
[9], and other optical devices [10, 11]. In addition, the spectral properties of the
PCs can be controlled if the defect layer is tunable, for instance, liquid crystal (LC).
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LCs are anisotropic materials. The optic axis (or molecular orientation) can
be controlled by applying electric field, magnetic field, or temperature. Based on
optical anisotropy, LC can be used as a phase retarder or an optical polarization
rotator, of which the refractive indices can be tuned with external fields. LCs are
also used in many other applications such as displays, smart windows, and optical
fibers. Furthermore, by inserting a LC layer as a defect layer in PCs, the tunable
defect modes can be achieved. The first tunable LC-based PC hybrid structure was
developed by Ozaki et al. They employed a planar-aligned nematic LC as a central
defect layer sandwiched between two one-dimensional (1D) PCs [12]. Figure 1
shows the setup of the designed hybrid PC/LC cell. This idea was then extended to
PC/cholesteric LC (CLC) structures for tunable laser applications [13–17]. CLCs are
self-organized PCs, in which the molecular chirality forms helical structures with
the optic axis continuously twisted along the helical axis. The effects of angle of
incidence [18], temperature [19], and magnetic field [20] on the optical properties
of PC/LC devices are investigated.
Zyryanov et al. investigated the hybrid PC/LC device between the crossed
polarizers. Their experimental results show attractive features of the tunable
defect modes within the PBG. The wavelengths of defect modes are shifted by the
change in effective refractive index (neff ) [21]. Larger number of defect modes can
be induced by using high refractive index LC or by increasing the thickness of the
LC defect layer. Moreover, they experimentally and theoretically demonstrated
that the interference of defect modes can be achieved by placing the cell between
crossed polarizers. The orthogonal polarization components through vector sum in
the projection direction along the axis of the analyzer lead to shift of defect modes.
As a result, the transmittance is increased when the defect mode wavelength of an
extraordinary component overlaps that of an ordinary one in PCs [20].
In addition, the next milestone is electrically tunable photonic device based on
PC/CLC and PC/polymer-stabilized CLC (PSCLC) hybrid structures [22–24]. With
the PC/PSCLC structure, not only the wavelength of defect mode is switchable
among multistable states by voltage pulses, but also the optical intensity of defect
modes can be electrically tuned through switching among different metastable
states. Figure 2 shows the sandwiched structure of the PC/PSCLCs in the three stable states. It is wavelength switchable and intensity tunable of defect modes among
three stable states. The unique optical tristability in the defect modes reduces power
consumption and enhances flexibility. From then on, the PC and CLC combined

Figure 1.
Schematic of the PC/LC hybrid device in an electro-optical setup.
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Figure 2.
Schematic of the PC/CLC hybrid device in three stable states.

devices became a hot topic. Many types of PC/chiral LC hybrid devices are invented
such as PC/BHN, PC/THN, and PC/PSCT. Recently, many scientists employ hybrid
PC/CLC to achieve the lasing applications [25, 26].
1.2 Aim of this chapter
An overview of the development of PC/LC is presented. The optical properties, operation principles, and applications of liquid crystal-based photonic crystal
devices are discussed. In Section 1, I introduce the basic knowledge of LC and
PC physics to make the reader understand the next section. Section 2 details the
operation principles of nonchiral and chiral LC modes to help the understanding
of switching mechanisms described in two following sections. In addition, the
optical properties of defect modes in different LC states are reported in Section 2.
Section 2.1 is “Photonic crystals with a nonchiral nematic liquid crystal,” Section
2.2 is “Chiral-tilted homeotropic nematic liquid crystal-based photonic crystal
devices,” Section 2.3 is “Chiral nematic and cholesteric liquid crystal with photonic crystal devices,” and Section 2.4 is “Tristable photonic crystal devices with
polymer-stabilized cholesteric textures.” The configuration of many types of PC/
LC cell applications, including the design of PC multilayers for applications is
schematically depicted in Session 3. To realize the PC applications; Session 3.1
introduces “Electrically switchable liquid crystal-based photonic crystals for a white
light laser,” Session 3.2 shows “Liquid crystal-based photonic crystals for pulse
compression and signal enhancement in fluorescence applications,” and Session
3.3 demonstrates “Photo-manipulated photonic devices based on tristable chiraltilted homeotropic nematic liquid crystal.” Finally, I will summarize the results and
conclude about this chapter.

2. Operation method of liquid crystal-based photonic crystal devices
2.1 Photonic crystals with a nonchiral nematic liquid crystal
Nowadays, available LC materials can be classified into two categories: nonchiral and chiral system, according to their different operation functions on their
molecule arrangement. The nonchiral LC owns only one stable arrangement state,
which is determined by the use of the alignment layer. In addition, nonchiral LC
molecule is continuously oriented, when the voltage is applied. On the contrary,
two or multistable states are exhibited in the chiral LC system. Moreover, the
multistable states can be switched and controlled from one to another based on
the condition of applied voltage pulse. Based on the properties of the nonchiral
LC system, it can serve as a phase retarder or optical rotator tuned by electrically
3
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controlled birefringence (ECB) effect. Combined with the PC cells from Prof.
Ozaki introduced in Section 1.1, the LC defect layers used are nonchiral LCs, and
it can be operated like phase retarders. In order to understand the PC/nonchiral
LC, operation method of PC/LC devices is most important. The operation method
of the PC/LC in nonchiral type as tunable defect can be described in terms of two
effects: ordinary and extraordinary refractive indices effects [12, 20, 27]. From
Figure 1 in Section 1.1, the positive dielectric anisotropy of the nonchiral LC is
aligned along the x-axis as well as the light propagates along the z-axis. In addition,
the PC structure consists of two dielectric materials: high and low refractive index
materials, which are stacked alternatively. When the light is incident to the hybrid
PC/LC device normally as well as the light polarization direction parallel to the
LC molecule along the x-axis, the extraordinary refractive index (ne) contributed
the optical path length (OPL) is exhibited. Thus, the appearance of defect modes
in the PBG represents extraordinary defect modes. When the electric field is
applied across the PC/LC device to make LC molecule along the z-axis, the OPL is
only contributed by the sole ordinary refractive index (no). The sole no makes the
OPL decreasing, and the ordinary defect modes shift to the shorter wavelength.
However, the wavelength of defect modes in PBG remains unchanged, when the
field-on and field-off are applied, because the polarization direction of the incoming light is in the y-axis and the same no contribution of the OPL is unchanged. We
can conclude that the tunability of the defect modes is attributed to the change in
refractive index (ne or no) and its corresponding OPL.
In addition, the other nonchiral type is the twisted-nematic (TN) LC, in which
the molecular orientation only exhibits 90° twist, acts like the optical polarization
rotator, so that the incoming light passing through the TN LC is characterized by the
rotation of polarization. The hybrid PC/TN LC structure was first demonstrated in
2010 [28]. The optical phenomena attributable to the PC/TN LC structure are quite
different from the mechanism mentioned in the preceding paragraph. The 90° TN
LC modes are divided into three groups based on the polarization angle β between
the axis of the first polarizer and the director axis lying in the front substrate. They
are classified as the ordinary-mode (O-mode), extraordinary-mode (E-mode),
and mixed-mode (M-mode), and then TN satisfies the conditions of β = 90, 0,
and 45°, respectively. The M-mode TN (abbreviated as MTN) combines both the
polarization-rotation effect and birefringence effect. Figure 3 shows the phenomenon of the wavelength shift of defect modes in two PC/TN cells impregnated with
two different nematic LC materials. The defect modes of PC/TN for the ordinary
ray are independent of the applied electric field. However, the wavelengths of defect
modes in PBG with both E-mode and O-mode in PC/TN device are also shown as the
blueshift, when we increase the applied voltage. This effect is unlike the ECB-based
defect modes of PC/LC in the preceding paragraph. Compared with the O-mode
and the E-mode in PC/TN, ECB-based PC exhibits more blueshift in wavelength
because of the decrease in effective refractive index of defect layer significantly. This
PC/TN result can be explained by Mauguin parameters [29]. A perfect adiabatic
following in the TN LC makes the linearly polarized light to traverse the LC with
the rotation of the LC molecular twist, makes the effective refractive index with the
incident light nearly equal to ne in E-mode and no in O-mode. The neff is no longer a
constant in the O-mode TN LC cell, but becomes a weak dependence with applied
voltage. Thus, the small shifts for the defect modes are demonstrated in the O-mode
PC/TN cells. The most important is the integrated effect (M-mode) of defect modes
in PC/TN device. The wavelengths of defect peaks in the M-mode are located at the
same wavelength positions of the E-mode and O-mode because the defect peaks
of the M-mode in PC/TN are contributed by two effects: the adiabatic following
and birefringence effects of LC. Moreover, the intensity of the transmittance of
4
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Figure 3.
The blueshift of defect modes for both E- and O-modes in PC/TN system, and transmittance of the PC/TN in
the photonic bandgap with three different modes (adapted from [28]).

defect mode in E- or O-mode spreads to the other, making the intensity of the
transmittance of the defect modes in the M-mode almost the same as both in E- or
O-mode. Thus, we can observe that the M-mode is a superposition of both E-mode
and O-mode. In addition, we observe carefully the spectra of E- and O-mode, small
defect peaks accompanying the main defect modes are observed. This phenomenon
is very different comparing with other types of PC/LC cells. Finally, no matter PC/
LC or PC/TN, the PC-based nonchiral LC is the useful tool for optical devices or
photonic applications.
2.2 Chiral-tilted homeotropic nematic liquid crystal-based photonic
crystal devices
We introduce one of the chiral-type LC called bistable homeotropic nematic
LC (BHN). Recently, the green energy concept is concerned with not only how to
generate clean energy, but also how to save energy. Following this trend, PC devices
with low energy consumption are highly desired. The novel device: a PC infiltrated
with a BHN to achieve both the tunability of defect modes and the low energy
consumption. The BHN bistable switching mechanisms involve the backflow and
the frequency revertible dielectric anisotropy effect [30]. The PC/BHN can perform
in two stable states, the tilted homeotropic (tH) and tilted twist (tT) states with
nonvoltage. In addition, the two voltage-sustained states: the biased homeotropic
(bH) and biased twist (bT) states at frequency 1 and 100 kHz, respectively, are proposed. Figure 4 shows the LC configurations of the PC/BHN device in both tH state
and tT state at 0 V; bH state and bT state at 10 V and 1 kHz. In addition, the switching between the bistable tH and tT states can be achieved by applying short voltage
pulses to permit the BHN to pass through the intermediate states (bH and bT)
[30]. In this BHN, the voltage-sustained states are necessary pathways for bistable
operation served as the transient states. However, no voltage has to be applied to
sustain the bistable tH and tT states, making PC device with green energy. The
spectra of defect modes in the PC/BHN are interesting. The four states (tT, tH, bT,
and bH) have different spectral profiles. The bH state at 10 Vrms exhibits the defect
modes attributed to the ordinary refractive index, all the other states tT, tH, and bT
have more peaks spectra caused by the effective refractive index. In addition, the
intensity of the extraordinary defect modes in the tH state can be tuned by switching between the tH and bH states as intensity modulator. In the condition, the
defect modes will diminish when the stable tH state transforms to the bH state at
high voltages. This finding makes PC/BHN device with light-on and light-off states
without any polarizers. In addition, Figure 5 demonstrates the experimental spectra
5
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Figure 4.
LC configurations of the PC/BHN device. The tH state and tT state are at 0 V; bH and bT state are at 10 V and
1 kHz (adapted from [30]).

of a PC/BHN cell in the four bH, tH, bT, and tT states under the parallel polarizer.
We can observe that the different spectra of bH, tH, bT, and tT are shown under the
parallel polarizer.
Therefore, the PC/BHN device placed between a pair of linear polarizers has been
proposed recently [30], and the axes of the two polarizers were parallel or perpendicular to each other in the new PC/BHN system. Figure 5 demonstrates the bH state
exhibited the defect modes corresponding to the sole ordinary refractive index no.
From Figure 5, we can see that the defect modes of the bH state did not change with
ϕ because of the LC molecules oriented vertically. In addition, the stable tT state was
obtained from the bT state by turning off the high applied frequency. Comparing
with the bT state, the tT state possessed a higher tilt angle, implying that the birefringence effect became more significant. Thus, both the ordinary and extraordinary components were conspicuous. Moreover, from Figure 5, the complementary in terms of
defect mode wavelengths between the conditions of ϕ = 0 and 90° in the tT state was
clearly shown. Furthermore, Figure 6 shows the simulated spectra for the two tH and
bH states under the parallel polarizer scheme with various polarization angles. We
can observe that the differently distributed defect modes are shown. The calculation
of the optical responses for both the bH and tH states by the transfer matrix method
is also proposed [30]. The perfect agreement is satisfied between the simulated
spectra and the experimental data (Figure 6). The profile width at half-maximum
(FWHM) of the simulated defect mode peaks is narrower than the experimental one.
This is attributable to minor experimental uncertainties like interface roughness and
imperfect dielectric materials. Based on tunable optical properties of defect modes in
PC/BHN, many photonic applications can be achieved.

Figure 5.
Transmission spectra within the PBG of a PC/BHN device in four different states (bH, tH, bT, and tT)
(adapted from [30]).
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Figure 6.
Simulations of the transmission spectra of a PC/BHN device under the parallel polarizer at various
polarization angles in (a) bH and (b) tH states (adapted from [30]).

In conclusion, a novel photonic structure PC/BHN with stopband, defect mode
tunability and optical bistability have been shown. The BHN as a defect layer
infiltrated within a PC was investigated recently. With the rich optical properties in
the PC/BHN system and its association with the polarization effect, PC/BHN device
further opens up new possible applications for the low-power consumption photonic devices in tunable spectral bandwidth and optical multichannel technologies.
2.3 Chiral nematic and cholesteric liquid crystal with photonic crystal devices
Comparing with the nematic LCs, the configuration of a cholesteric LC (CLC)
or chiral LC with stacked layers shows a periodic helix of LC molecule. CLC characterized by a specific pitch length makes the structure regarded as 1D PC material by
itself. The optical Bragg reflection or photonic band is the most important property
in CLCs. Utilizing the special properties of periodic helix-induced photonic band in
CLCs, many optic applications such as low-threshold single-mode laser with band
edge excitation has been proposed. In addition, the special type of CLC is a dual
frequency CLC (DFCLC). And DFCLC owns many special properties such as fast
switching. Typical CLCs own bistable states, namely, the planar (P) and focal conic
(FC) states. And then CLCs cannot directly switch from the FC state to the P state.
Typically, this transition must be passing through an intermediate state: homeotropic (H) state or the transient P state [22–24]. However, the DFCLCs made of a
DF nematic LC mixed with a chiral dopant could achieve fast and direct FC-to-P
switching (∼10 ms) [30]. In DFCLC, the dielectric anisotropy is positive and the
LC director tends to be paralleled to the electrical field direction (tend to H state)
when applied frequency below the crossover frequency. In contrast, the dielectric
anisotropy is negative when the applying frequency is higher than the crossover
frequency. And the DFLC director tends to be vertical to the field direction (tend
to FC and P states). Therefore, we can use frequency-modulated voltage to switch
between the bistable P and FC states reversibly, making the PC/CLC device with
more tunable and switchable properties. Based on PC/CLC device, many applications such as intensity tunable and fast switching in the defect mode PC device. The
detail structure of the PC/CLC device has been depicted in Figure 7. In addition,
7
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Figure 7.
The sandwich structure of the 1D PC/DFCLC device (adapted from [22–24]).

Figure 8 shows the transmission spectra of the PC/DFCLC device in three distinctive states (P, FC, and H states) at a various voltages. Among the three states, the
P and FC states are optical stable states except the H state. Moreover, the stable
P state can be achieved from the unstable H state by fast turning off the applied
voltage or from the stable FC state by applying high frequency pulse [22–24]. In
addition, Figure 8 also shows that the hybrid PC/CLC device in the P state, which
demonstrates a number of defect modes. Furthermore, the FC state of the hybrid
PC device is exhibited when we apply voltage pulse of 20 Vrms. The optical intensity
of the defect modes is very low in the FC state, and the spectra of defect modes in
FC are shown in Figure 8. The light scattering properties of FC state make all defect
modes turn off. This optical effect has the potential to expand as a fast switching
light shutter application. Furthermore, the PC/CLC device will be in the H state
when the voltage increases to 35 Vrms. And the most intense defect modes of H state
are generated. Figure 8 also shows the comparison of the spectra of defect modes
between the P and H states in the PC/CLC device. We can observe that the blueshift
of the defect modes of H state is shown and caused by the reduced effective index of
refraction in the PC defect layer. It is interesting to observe the special phenomenon
“complementary” in wavelengths of defect modes. This property can make the PC/
CLC device as a tunable shutter in specific wavelengths of defect modes.
The interesting optical characteristics of PC/CLC devices have been investigated. By using the electrically controllable DFCLC materials as defect layer in the

Figure 8.
Spectra of the PC/DFCLC device in the photonic bandgap in P, FC, and H states. The PC/DFCLC device is
driven by various voltages. In addition, the PC/DFCLC in the photonic bandgap with two different sets of
defect modes in both P and H states (adapted from [22–24]).
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PC structure, PC/CLC device owns more powerful properties. Based on the three
distinctive states of the CLC defect layer (stable P and FC states, and the voltagesustained H state), the PC/CLC device exhibits different spectra in different LC
states. In addition, the strength and wavelengths of the defect modes can be tuned
by applying voltage and frequency. Moreover, the novel PC/CLC device is characterized by its fast switching between P and FC states. In the past research, the
FC-to-P transition time is as short as 10 ms [22–24]. The wavelength and intensity
tunability in the defect modes are more obvious comparing with other PC device.
In addition, it requires no polarizers and is of low-power consumption because
of bistability in P and FC states. This PC/CLC device is useful tool for photonic
applications such as filter, light shutter, and optical modulator.
2.4 Tristable photonic crystal devices with polymer-stabilized
cholesteric textures
In comparison with the typical CLC materials, with inclusion of a photo-polymerizable monomer into CLCs, which make CLC more powerful. The CLC/monomer
composites own polymer networks to stabilize the CLC molecule, and we call the
composite material as polymer-stabilized cholesteric texture (PSCT). The PSCTs
can be employed in green energy devices due to the new stable state in the polymerstabilized H state. This allows the bistable switching between the FC and P states in
CLC become tristable P, FC, and H states potentially [22–24]. In the past, bistable
PSCT shutters can also be switched between the H and FC states [31]. However,
PSCTs are possible to own more than two stable modes. Recently, Hsiao et al. proposed the first tristable PSCT as a new PC device. Figure 9 shows three photographs
of P, FC, and H states and the corresponding micrographs of the PC/PSCT devices.
In addition, the PC/PSCT is placed between two crossed polarizers in the tristable P,
FC, and H states. We can discover that the colors are distinctive in the three different
stable states. Firstly, the P state shows that the purple color due to the transmittance
of defect modes are higher in red wavelength range. In addition, the light scattering
FC state shows the multidomains of the PSCT and is presented in Figure 9.
Moreover, the stable H state with the light leakage under crossed polarizers is also
demonstrated in Figure 9. In addition, Figure 10 demonstrates the spectra of defect
modes in PC/PSCT device in three distinctive states (P, FC, and H states) at null
voltage. The number of defect modes will increase with the increasing defect layer
thickness [22–24]. Haiso et al. apply a fixed voltage (50 Vrms) at various frequencies
to show the tristable states in PC/PSCT. From Figure 10a, we can observe the most

Figure 9.
Photographs and micrographs of the PC/PSCT device placed between crossed polarizers in P, FC, and H states
at zero voltage (adapted from [22–24]).
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Figure 10.
(a) Transmission spectra of the empty PC cell and the PC/PSCT structure in three different states P, FC, and
H states. In addition, (b) transmittance of the defect modes from H to FC in the PBG induced by a 100-kHz
various voltage amplitudes. (c) Transmittance of the defect modes from P to FC in PC/PSCT induced by
various voltage at a fixed frequency of 1 kHz (adapted from [22–24]).

intense defect modes in the empty PC cell because of the transparent air defect.
With a PSCT defect layer embedded in the PC device, the PC/PSCT device initially
in the H state and the more spectral defect windows in the PBG due to the higher
(ordinary) refractive index no in the LC layer. And the FC state is demonstrated
when a 30-kHz voltage pulse is applied. The lower transmission of the defect modes
in the PBG is also shown in Figure 10a. We can employ the defect modes of FC to
switch off the PC device by the light scattering property. When the frequency still
increases to 100 kHz, the PC/PSCT will be in the P state. The redshifted defect
modes is shown and the increasing defect mode number is exhibited (Figure 10a).
Moreover, Figure 10b illustrates the spectra of the PC/PSCT device in the H and FC
states induced by various voltage amplitudes at a fixed high frequency of 100 kHz.
We can observe that the H state of the cell is the initial state. The intensity strength
of the defect modes can be tuned by increasing the voltage. Figure 10c demonstrates the transmission spectra of the defect modes by applying various voltage of
0, 10, 25, 40 Vrms at a low frequency of 1 kHz. We can easily modulate the strength
of defect modes between FC and P states. This powerful photonic device has the
potential to expand optics applications, making it use as an electrically tunable
device and optically tristable filter based on these special properties.
To conclude, the electrically tunable PC/PSCT devices have been investigated.
In addition, the tunability is caused by the incorporation of a PSCT material as a
new defect layer in PC structure. This hybrid PC/PSCT owns three stable P, FC,
and H states. The electrically tunable PC device has been investigated, and it can be
directly switched from one to another stable state by just applying a voltage pulse.
Due to the tristability, the optical defect modes of PC/PSCT remain at zero voltages.
This PC/PSCT composite device exhibits many different defect mode transmission
spectra when we switch among P, FC, and H states. In addition, the intensity of the
defect modes can be tuned by the amplitude of voltage as well as the wavelengths
can be switched by the frequency in the H and P states. Based on the properties of
tristable switching, wavelength controlling, and intensity tunability in the defect
modes, the novel PC/PSCT device can be used as a low-power consumption optical
filter, light shutter or an electrically intensity modulator without any polarizers,
which let the PC/PSCT device more potential for applications.
10
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3. Applications in liquid crystal-based photonic crystals
3.1 Electrically switchable liquid crystal-based photonic crystals
for a white light laser
Laser source is the most unique light source with many special optical properties such as coherence and collimation. The laser emission needs both the elements:
stimulating source and the gain media. Today, various solid and gas materials have
been employed as gain media for lasing. However, white light lasers that span the
visible spectrum (red, green, and blue colors) are important for lighting, imaging,
and communication applications. Recently, the organic white light laser source was
successfully demonstrated [32]. Recently, an inorganic semiconductor laser source
has also been proposed with a monolithic multi-segment semiconductor nanostructure [33]. Huang et al. also shows that PC/CLC hybrid structure (Figure 11a)
is a new way to achieve white light laser [34]. In addition, the complex stacking PC/CLC structure is designed (see Figure 11a) and can be simply coded as
[GI(HL)4HH(LH)3]−P(D)P−[(HL)3HH(LH)4IG], where D means the dye-doped
CLC (DDCLC); P is the polyimide alignment layer; H and L are the high and low
refractive indices of dielectrics; G represents the glass substrate; and I is the ITO. In
addition, the high and low refractive indices of dielectric materials are Ta2O5
(nH = 2.18) and SiO2 (nL = 1.47). The configurations of the CLCs in three states
(P, FC, and H states) are shown in Figure 11b. Note that the voltage V1 leads to the
FC state exhibiting an optical scattering property, and a larger voltage V2 induces
the H state. The transmission spectra of CLC and a PC substrate are also displayed
in Figure 12a. In addition, the PBG is divided by a defect mode peak at the 640 nm
of PBG. The Bragg reflection of DDCLC is located at right half of PBG in hybrid
PC cell. The dye composition (C540A, PM580, and LD688) in the PC/DDCLC
device was adjusted to fluoresce in three wavelengths (red, green, and blue lasing
emissions). However, the artificial defect mode peak in the PC is at 446 nm, which
allowed the pumping light to penetrate the PC cell. An organo-inorganic white light
laser from PC/DDCLC composed of three colors red, green, and blue lasing emissions is therefore achieved, as displayed in Figure 12b. A genuine photo of the PC/
DDCLC laser is shown in Figure 12c, which is accompanied by the CIE1931 chromaticity diagram. In addition, the color of red, green, and blue are mixed as the discrete

Figure 11.
Schematics of (a) the hybrid phonic structure and (b) the configurations of the three CLC states in the
multilayers device (adapted from [32]).
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Figure 12.
Spectra of PC/DDCLC. (b) The white-light lasing spectrum and the spectra of PC and the CLC in the planar
state. (c) Photograph of a tricolor laser device and the color space coordinates of the PC laser on the CIE 1931
chromaticity diagram. (d) the pumping energy-dependent the lasing emitted from PC/DDCLC device.

white light laser and depicted in Figure 12c. One can tell that the novel PC/DDCLC
structure can be really lasing in white light. Figure 12d shows the relation between
lasing intensity of PC device with the pumping energy. The threshold is about 7.4 μJ/
pulse in this PC lasing device.
This is the first demonstration of a discrete white light source (three-colors:
red, green, and blue) lasing. The organo-inorganic PC/DDCLC cannot only
generate three colors in lasers with a single pump, but also be electrically switched
among the three modes lasing. With such properties, lasing wavelength can be
altered back and forth in a wavelength range and in a very short response time.
In addition, PC/DDCLC lasing device is also cost effective, color tunable, and
can be fabricated easily. Moreover, it has been shown that the PC device can be
pumped using a simple CW laser. The ability to generate a single-color, two-color,
three-color or white-light laser makes a new way to full color display, lighting, and
other optics applications. By employing PC/DDCLC lasing device, a small size
laser system can be achieved to make the proposed PC/DDCLC applications more
feasible and potential.
3.2 Liquid crystal-based photonic crystals for pulse compression and signal
enhancement in fluorescence applications
Multiphoton fluorescence microscopy, devised in 1990, has become an
important technology for bio-applications. The improved axial depth and image
penetration depth can reduce the bio-sample damage. This approach demonstrates
potential applications in bio-imaging in vivo [35]. However, the high intensity of
the excitation pulsed laser used in multiphoton fluorescence microscopy inducing
the photo-damaging in specimens [36]. In the past, the method to reduce the photo
damage in the bio-sample with strengthened multiphoton signal employs
the excitation laser with narrower pulse widths. Recently, researchers found that the
multiphoton fluorescence can be strengthened with the fluorescence signal, which
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is being proportional to the laser pulse widths. In 2001, both scientists McConnell
and Riis [37] observed a seven-fold enhancement in two-photon fluorescence by the
excitation-compressed laser pulses (~35 fs) [36]. However, by using this laser pulse
compression techniques, a dispersion compensator is needed. Thus, the different
microscope objectives contribute to different degrees of laser pulse broadening.
Recently, Hsiao et al. propose the first PC device enabling on-specimen compression of excited laser pulse. The compression effect occurs after the laser light
passing through the objective and photonic components. This will be significant to
enhance the multiphoton fluorescence signal. In addition, the PC devices combining with LC materials as defect layer can make the device with the tunable property.
From now on, the LC-based PCs for the pulse compression and signal enhancement
in multiphoton fluorescence have been proposed.
Moreover, in order to measure the pulse widths through the PC device onspecimen, an optical autocorrelator was employed in the multiphoton fluorescence microscopy. This new approach allows us to detect the autocorrelation signal
at the focal plane of the objective, which are shown in Figure 13a. In addition,
the Ti:sapphire laser is sent through a 50% beam splitter, and one of the optical
beams passes through a variable delay line system. Moreover, the multiphoton
fluorescence signals can be detected by a photomultiplier tube (PMT). The
autocorrelation signal traces with a peak-to-background ratio of the interferences
are 8:1 and shown in Figure 13b and c. We can observe that the envelope of the
interferences is fitted to the function of Gaussian. The original pulse width of
the commercial Ti-Sapphire laser is about 100 fs. However, the laser pulse width
was broadened to be 270 fs after passing through the optical components and
objective, (Figure 13b). In addition, the laser pulse width decreases in a nonlinear
fashion when we increase the power. The most important is the shortest pulse
duration is 30 fs (Figure 13d). Figure 14a shows the images of the red channel at
different exposure time under the operating power 40 mW with device and 150
mW without device. If the PC/LC device was not used, the photo damage becomes
apparent when the exposure time beyond 1.5 h. If the proposed PC device was

Figure 13.
(a) The system design of optical autocorrector in multiphoton fluorescence microscopy. HW is half-wave
plates, LP stands for linear polarizers, QW is quarter-wave plates, M means mirrors, B is a beam splitter,
L is lenses, O stands for the objective, D means dichroic mirrors, and F stands for filters; (b) and (c) are the
autocorrection traces without and with the PC devices; (d) pulse duration time versus the applied laser powers
(adapted from [38]).
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Figure 14.
The photo images of (a) the red and (b) the green fluorescent balls at different illumination time with and
without the PC/LC device (adapted from [38]).

used, the photo damage effect can be easily reduce and lower the excitation power,
which is applied to achieve the same signal intensity. We can observe that PC/
LC device can efficiently reduce the both operation power and photo damage. In
addition, Figure 14b shows the same effect of photo damage reducing in the green
fluorescent balls under applied voltage 10 V. Thus, this novel PC/LC device is
much more powerful for bio-imaging in photo damage reducing. In addition, this
PC/LC device for laser pulse compression does not need any dispersion correction,
making the biologists easy to use the PC/LC device.
In conclusion, Dr. Hsiao used a PC/LC to compress the laser pulse, exhibiting a
15-fold enhancement of the fluorescence. Without any dispersion compensator, the
PC/LC device can be more convenient for nonphotonic researchers. By using the
both pulse compression effect of PCs and the tunability of LCs, the PC/LC device
shows a new way to enhance the multiphoton fluorescence microscopy with lower
photo damage.
3.3 Photo-manipulated photonic devices based on tristable chiral-tilted
homeotropic nematic liquid crystal
In recent years, energy saving materials have attracted much attention from
scientists. The energy saving materials need to own excellent optical stability
and do not require constantly applied energy. Based on the stable state natural
properties, bistable LC devices are shown and can be used as e-books or e-papers.
Recently, compared with the bistable in LC modes, tristable or multi-stable LCs
have been scarcely proposed. Historically, the tristable LC mode was first exhibited
in a ferroelectric LC system in 1988, and then the first tristable CLC device was
later proposed by Hsiao et al. [22–24]. However, the stability of a LC state is very
pressure-sensitive of the LCs to be bistable or tristable. Hsiao et al. demonstrate
a new tristable optical composite—dye-doped tristable chiral-tilted homeotropic
nematic (TCHN). This TCHN mode is extended from the technique of BHN mode.
In comparison with BHN, TCHN adopts a common nematic LC material instead
of DFLC material; it possesses an additional stable state and is stress-insensitive in
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stable states. Recently, Huang et al. proposed the spectral properties of an optically
switchable TCHN incorporated as a tunable defect layer in PC structure. By controlling the polarization angle of the incident light as well as the intensity ratio between
UV and green light, the tunable transmission characteristics of defect modes in
the PC/TCHN were obtained. The hybrid PC structure realizes photo-tunability of
defect mode peaks within the photonic bandgap. The PC/TCHN has much potential
for many photonic applications such as a low-power consumption filter and an optically controllable intensity modulator device.
A schematic of the hybrid PC/TCHN structure is shown in Figure 15a. The
optical switching of TCHN is among the tT, fingerprint (FP), and tH states as the
new tristable PC device and is displayed in Figure 15b. The chiral bis(azobenzene)
molecule is photoresponsive and is used in TCHN system. The chiral has two azo
linkages to confer two distinct isomeric conformations: the rod like trans form and
the bent cis form. The photo-induced unwinding effect caused by the tran-to-cis
isomerization exposed to UV light and the winding effect due to the cis-to-trans
isomerization under green light illumination. Based on the mechanism, we can
optically switch TCHN among the tT, FP, and tH states. The experimental spectra
of the PC/TCHN devices were measured under irradiation by controlling both
green light and UV light. In Hsiao’s paper, the used green light is from LED at
wavelength of 524 nm and the UV light is from a UV LED at wavelength of 365 nm.
Based on the two mixed irradiation lights, the PC/TCHN can be switched among
three stable states (tT, FP, and tH). In addition, Figure 15 shows the micrographic
optical textures of the state-transform process among tristable tT, FP, and tH states
under a crossed-polarizing microscope. Moreover, Figure 15a, c, and e shows the
micrographic optical textures of tT, FP, and tH states, respectively. The tH state is
completely dark state in the crossed-polarizer scheme because of no birefringence
effect. The tT state is a bright optical texture with some rubbing traces, and the
FP texture involves the lying helix structure of chiral nematic molecules as shown.
The transmission spectra of defect modes within the PBG at various irradiations
are also proposed. Figure 16 demonstrates the transmittance spectra of defect
modes that are controlled by the UV light with various intensities. In addition, the
intensity of green light is fixed at 2.02 mW/cm2. From Figure 16f, we can observe
that the PC/TCHN device is exhibited in the tT state when intensity of UV is
0 mW/cm2 because of the azo chiral dopant being in the trans-form. However,
the cis-form dopant molecules will increase when intensity of UV is strengthened
gradually. Because the high-pretilt angle of LC and particular d/p conditions,

Figure 15.
(a) Sandwich structure of the PC/TCHN device. The arrows in the device’s front view show the transmission
axis of the polarizer (P) and rubbing direction (R). (b) Operating mechanisms of photo-induced TCHN
switching among the tH, FP and tT states (adapted from [34]).
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Figure 16.
The transition process among three stable states by increasing irradiation ratios between UV and green
light. (a) The tT state; (b) the coexistence of tT and FP states; (c) the FP state; (d) the coexistence of
FP and tH states; (e) the pure tH state of a TCHN. The arrows indicate the transmission axes of the
polarizer (P) and analyzer (A). In addition, photo-manipulated transmittance of the defect modes
under irradiation by various UV powers. ( f) From the tT to the FP state and (g) from the FP to tH state
(adapted from [34]).

the FP texture will appear. Then, we can see that the intensities of defect mode
vanish because of strong scattering. However, the defect mode shifts to distinct
wavelengths and emerges again with enhanced intensity of UV. When the azo
chiral molecules become fully converted to the trans-form at 0.44 mW/cm2, the
PC/TCHN comes to the tH state and the transmittance of defect modes reaches
the highest intensity as shown in Figure 16g. Based on these optical properties, the
PC/TCHN device can be used as tunable optical filters.
In conclusion, a novel concept of photo-switchable PC/TCHN devices is proposed. In comparison with its bistable counterpart BHN, the TCHN can be prepared
using a regular nematic host LC material (e.g., E7 in experimental from Huang
et al.). The PC/TCHN device owns optical tristability and tunability in wavelength
and intensities of the defect modes by photo manipulating. By adjusting the ratio
of the UV and green light intensity, the defect modes of PC/TCHN not only show a
variation in spectral amplitude through the stable FP state, but also can control the
wavelengths between the stable tT and tH states. This novel PC/TCHN mode and
the special properties of TCHN material should be fully developed for next potential photonic applications [39–72].

4. Conclusions
In this chapter, PC/NLC and PC/chiral LC devices, which exhibit special
photonic applications and several fascinating features have been reviewed. In
addition, the optical properties of defect modes of PC switching among each
state are reported. In Section 2.1, “Photonic crystals with a nonchiral nematic
liquid crystal,” the mechanism of defect modes in nonchiral PC is well-described
by OPL. The shifting can be understood from a change in neff under applied
voltage. Section 2.2 “Chiral-tilted homeotropic nematic liquid crystal-based
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photonic crystal devices,” propose the new type of chiral nematic LC (BHN)
in PC device. The optical properties and switching mechanism of four tH, bH,
bT, and tT states of the PC/BHN device are proposed. In addition, Section 2.3
“Chiral nematic and cholesteric liquid crystal with photonic crystal devices,”
and Section 2.4 “Tristable photonic-crystal devices with polymer-stabilized
cholesteric textures.” are the typical chiral nematic or CLC structure within PC
devices. The three states of P, FC, and H states from CLCs are used for defect
modes controlling in PCs. Thus, the configuration of many types of PC/CLC cell
applications, including the design of PC multilayers for applications is schematically depicted. I introduce the three PC applications; Session 3.1 introduces
“Electrically switchable liquid crystal-based photonic crystals for a white-light
laser.” The first PC/LC white light laser is invented, and the mechanism of the
laser chip is shown. Session 3.2 shows “Liquid crystal-based photonic crystals
for pulse compression and signal enhancement in fluorescence applications,”
and it is the first PC/LC device to achieve the pulse compression. From now on,
the PC/LC can be as fluorescence enhancement applications. Session 3.3 demonstrates “Photo-manipulated photonic devices based on tristable chiral-tilted
homeotropic nematic liquid crystal.” In addition to this, many PC/LC applications, such as optical devices, tunable optical filters, tunable optical modulators,
and so on, are also developed in recent year. In conclusion, PC/LC devices are
new tools to understand and modulate light. It holds good potential to become a
useful tool in our daily life.
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